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residential & commercial cleaning company

PROFESSIONAL CLEANING SERVICES
Free Estimates

1 2 3

P.O Box 30322  Elmont ny 11003 10am - 5pm Mon - Fri 516-699-8603 Purchase eGift Cards

(https://fredamaids.space/)

HOME (HTTPS://FREDAMAIDS.SPACE/)

ABOUT US (HTTPS://FREDAMAIDS.SPACE/ABOUT-FREDA-MAIDS-CLEANING-COMPANY/)

OUR SERVICES (HTTPS://FREDAMAIDS.SPACE/CLEANING-SERVICES/)

BOOK NOW (HTTPS://FREDAMAIDS.SPACE/BOOK-NOW-HIGH-QUALITY-PROFESSIONAL-

CLEANERS-ONLINE/)

FREE ESTIMATES (HTTPS://FREDAMAIDS.SPACE/ORDER-HERE/)

CONTACT US (HTTPS://FREDAMAIDS.SPACE/CONTACTS/)

JOIN US (HTTPS://FREDAMAIDS.SPACE/APPLY-NOW/)
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20% OFF
Weekly clients

12% OFF
Bi-weekly clients

5% OFF
Monthly clients

Freda Maids Top Services

95

Bathroom Cleaning

Small Kitchen Cleaning

Sleeping Area Cleaning

Get Quote
(https://fredamaids.space/order-

here/)

STUDIO CLEANING

$ 137

One Bedroom Cleaning

One Bathroom Cleaning

Kitchen Cleaning

Living Area Cleaning

Dust Windows

Dust Future

Get Quote
(https://fredamaids.space/order-

here/)

APARTMENT
CLEANING
$ 160

Two Bedrooms Cleaning

One/Half Bathroom

Cleaning

Kitchen Cleaning

Living Room Cleaning

Dust All Furniture

Deep Vacuum Carpet

Get Quote
(https://fredamaids.space/order-

here/)

RESIDENTIAL
CLEANING
$ 299

Two Restrooms Cleaning

Wipe Down Surfaces

Dust ceiling

Upholster Cleaning

Doors & knob Cleaning

Floors Mop

Get Quote
(https://fredamaids.space/order-

here/)

COMMERCIAL
CLEANING
$
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BEST OFFER
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Our Cleaning (https://fredamaids.space/cleaning-
services/)Service (https://fredamaids.space/cleaning-

services/)  (https://fredamaids.space/cleaning-services

Let Freda Maids cleaning company use our years of experience, skilled employees, and
advanced procedures to ensure a clean and healthy environment for your employees,

customers and guests.

Privacy  - Terms

Kitchen

Washing counter-tops

Cleaning inside and
outside microwave

Cleaning outside of
appliances

Scrubbing stove
top/sink

Wiping outside of
cabinets/cupboards

Loading dishwasher

Dusting
baseboard/picture
frames

Emptying trash

Vacuuming/mopping
�oors

Bathrooms

Cleaning sink

Cleaning/scrubbing
toilet, shower, and
tub

Wiping mirrors and
glass

Dusting light �xtures
and bulbs

Wiping down outside
of cabinets

Dusting
baseboards/picture
frames

Emptying trash

Vacuuming/mopping
�oors

Bedrooms

Dusting all furniture/
shelves

Dusting light
�xtures/lamps

Wiping mirrors

Making beds

Emptying trash

Dusting
baseboards/picture
frames

Vacuuming/mopping
�oors

Living Room

Dusting all furniture/
shelves

Wiping surfaces

Cleaning mirrors

Organizing couch
pillows/throw
blankets

Vacuuming/mopping
�oors

Dining Room

Wiping down table
and chairs

Vacuuming
carpets/area rugs

Dusting
baseboards/picture
frames

Mopping �oors
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About Our Company
With Us Some Words How it Works

We Treat Your Homes Like Ours

At The Freda Maids, we are fully bonded and insured,

meaning you can have peace of mind when we enter

your home.

1.

Immediate Online Quotes
(https://fredamaids.space/book-now-high-
quality-professional-cleaners-online/)

Upcoming party? Expecting guests? We’ll give an

immediate price quote so you can enjoy your time rather

than worry about the mess.

3.

Satisfaction Guaranteed

Our cleaning crew are professionally trained, and if

you’re ever unhappy with any area we’ve cleaned, we’ll

and re-clean it next day.

2.

We Are Experts

We dominate the industry in scale and scope with an

adaptable, extensive network that consistently delivers

exceptional results.

4.
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Washing counter-tops

Cleaning inside and outside microwave

Cleaning outside of appliances

Scrubbing stove top/sink

Wiping outside of cabinets/cupboards

Loading dishwasher

Dusting baseboard/picture frames

Emptying trash

Vacuuming/mopping �oors

Cleaning sink

Cleaning/scrubbing toilet, shower, and tub

Wiping mirrors and glass

Dusting light �xtures and bulbs

Wiping down outside of cabinets

Dusting baseboards/picture frames

Emptying trash

Vacuuming/mopping �oors

Wiping down outside of cabinets

Dusting all furniture/ shelves

Dusting light �xtures/lamps

Wiping mirrors

Making beds

Emptying trash

Dusting baseboards/picture frames

Vacuuming

Mopping �oors

Reasons to Choose Us
Behind our commitment to excellence are few key attributes that de�ne who we are and 

us di�erent from any other.

Top-Rated Company

Freda Maids cleaning company hold a successful track record of satisfying our customers and g

back their bond money.

Superior Quality

Freda Maids cleaning company use the most excellent quality tools and equipment to get all the

and dirt out of your premises.
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We O�er FreeIn-Home Estimates,So Why Wait?

Ready for a cleaner facility

When it comes to gauging a complete and e�ective cleaning and sanitation solution, from a cost perspective, it is important to ensure the accuracy of all

costs involved.

This form is provided to clients to assist you in establishing the estimated cleaning cost for your residential & commercial:

 BOOK A SERVICE

() ()
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Contact Us


(https://www.facebook.com/fredamaids)
 (https://twitter.com/fredamaids)

(https://www.instagram.com/fredamaids/)
 (https://www.yelp.com/biz/freda-
maids-cleaning-services-elmont-5)

© 2020 Freda Maids Cleaning Company.

 P.O Box
30322 Elmont
ny 11003



516-699-8603

Mon-Fri: 10:00 am - 5:00 pm
Sat: 11:00 am - 5:00 pm



lavender@fredamaids.space
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